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The Productivity Puzzle
It’s a worldwide problem: economic
productivity should be rising … but it’s not.
Experts can’t agree on whether it’s due to the
global financial crisis, zombie companies or a
complex mix of other factors, but agree that
things haven’t been this bad since the 1950s.
Across the world, the engine of prosperity is
spluttering. The amount produced for every
hour of work is barely increasing (may be
falling in places), putting the brake on living
standards in the developed world and
slowing the rate of improvement in
emerging economies.
“The slowdown of productivity growth has
clearly been a global phenomenon” – not
limited only to developed countries.
(Andrew Haldane, Bank of England Chief
economist, March 2017)
The Wish List
Business is on the front line when it comes
to lifting productivity. In trying to increase
profits and remain competitive, they often
seek to do things differently and better by
coming up with their own ideas as well as
drawing on the expertise and experience of
customers, workers, suppliers and rivals.
Governments play a vital role not to be
overlooked – they a leading tool for change.
The pervasiveness of governments as
employers and regulators, and the support
for productivity they provide through
investments in health, education and

for productivity they provide through
investments in health, education and
infrastructure, can make them an effective
catalyst for change and boost long-term
productivity.
Waiting for Tech to kick in
Historically there has been a lag of 20 to 30
years between the appearance of new
technologies and subsequent lift in
productivity. Real productivity gains
required significant changes in business
processes.
The gap between the best performers in an
industry and the rest is widening,
suggesting that productivity gains are not
being disseminated as effectively as they
used to.
There is the possibility that lagging
companies lack the capacity to adopt
productivity-enhancing technologies and
practices – these technologies and practices
are less transferable than they used to be
Zombie Companies drag the Chain
The rise of so-called zombie firms may be
contributing to the world’s productivity
problem. They are typically less productive
themselves, and make it harder for new,
more innovative and productive entrants to
get a foothold in markets.

Some patchy signs of growth
In countries like India, Indonesia, Philippines and
Sri Lanka growth is trending higher. The IMF
(International Monetary Fund) warns growth is
unlikely to return to the rates of the last decade
due to the fading effects of information and
communications technology revolution, ageing
demographics slowing global trade and the
waning effects of earlier market-based reforms.
The global productivity from China’s integration
into world trade is abating as China’s position
matures and there is a slowdown in rates of
schooling in emerging economies, reduced
appetite for difficult structural reforms, a swing
toward lower-productivity service industries, and
open trade and migration policies meet their
own headwinds.
“If history is any guide, there is unlikely to be any
single measure which puts productivity growth
back on track” (Andrew Haldane)
Governments can make a difference through
policy priorities and investments that improve
education, population health, streamline
regulation and lower business costs.
Though many currently baulk at making the
investments and tough choices needed to boost
productivity, political unrest fueled by stagnating
wages and slowing gains in prosperity is
intensifying. They might soon not have a choice.
Full article at intheblack.com, March18, pp44
Adrian Rollins.
https://www.intheblack.com/articles/2018/03/01/g
lobal-phenomenon-slowing-productivity
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MINIMUM WAGE INCREASE:
1 APRIL 2018
By the time you read this, the minimum wage in New
Zealand will have increased from $15.75 to $16.50 per
hour.
Minister for Workplace Relations and Safety, Iain LeesGalloway, says the $0.75 rise will benefit around 164,000
workers and their families, and will increase total wages
by $129 million per year.
"Raising the minimum wage was one of the
Government's top priorities for the first 100 days,” he
says, “and we are committed to increasing the minimum
wage to $20 by 2021."
The Minister also advised that within the first 12 months
of the Government’s term it will abolish starting-out rates
and consider changes to the training wage. In the
meantime, those rates will continue to be 80% of the
minimum wage, increasing to $13.20 per hour from 1
April 2018.
More at www.beehive.govt.nz/release/minimum-wageincrease-1650-hour.

NZ’s Trade with China More Than Triples
NZ’s trade with China has increased more than three-fold in
the past decade, Stats NZ figures show. It climbed from
NZ$8.6billion in 2007 to NZ$26.1billion in the December
2017 calendar year.
China narrowly pipped Australia as NZ’s largest trading
partner for: goods and services. The 10th anniversary of the
payment
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SERVICE WITH A SMILE
Want to win new customers? Ok
great. But whatever you do, don’t
ignore the ones you already have.
Studies show that the longer your
customers stay, the more they’ll
spend with you*.
Happy customers = loyal customers = boosted
bottom line.
*Depending on the type of business, reducing the loss of
customers by just 5% can boost profits by 25% to 95%.
Ref: Multiple effects of business plans on new business
ventures – Burke, A; Fraser, S and Green, F; Journal of
Management Studies Vol. 47 Issue 3 pp. 391-425, May 2010

CLEANING OUT THE DIRTY MONEY:
NEW LEGISLATION PUTS LAUNDERING IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
While NZ is hardly the money laundering capital of the
world, we still see our share of shady activity. Every year,
around $1.35 billion of fraud-and drug-related money is
laundered through legitimate NZ businesses.
The Government has extended the reach of the AntiMoney Laundering & Countering Financing of Terrorism
Act.
From October, accountants will be required to comply with
this revised Act. You may notice us asking for information
about your business that we didn’t used to – especially if it
involves large cash transactions, multiple companies or
trusts.
One reason for the change is criminals target high value
dealers to launder money. A common ploy is to buy
expensive things with cash, sell them and get ‘clean’
money back.
If you deal in high value goods, cash payments of
$15,000+ or which add up to $15,000+ in a series of cash
payments will be caught by the Act from 01/08/2019. The
Department of Internal Affairs has a team to help
businesses comply. Go to justice.govt.nz and search for
AML/CFT supervision and support for businesses.

Bright-Line Property Rule Changes …
The IRD has introduced a new change to this rule which applies from 29 March 2018 (those that are buying residential
property which has been settled from this day onwards). People who sell residential property within five years (used to be two
years) of buying it are to pay income tax on any gains from the sale, unless:
-it’s their main home
-they inherited the property
-they received the property as a part of a relationship settlement.
For further information go to: ird.govt.nz/brightline
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One Percent Collective Trust

Charities Perspective
There’s a group of cool kids in Wellington flipping the funding model
“Creativity and generosity blended into one,” says Pat, founder of the registered charity. One Percent
Collective exists to simplify generosity and regular giving by inspiring people to give 1% of their income to
Kiwi-based charities on a regular basis.
It all started as an idea in the shower
after a volunteering stint on the
Thai/Burma border where Pat says he
saw the challenge of securing long term
funding for charities and engaging a younger generation to give. “No one wants a phone call over dinner, a
key ring in the mail or to be hassled on the street to sign up to a charity,” he thought. "There must be a
better way!"
Pat had an idea that you don’t need to be a superhero to save the world – you just need regular people to
give a little regularly, so charities can spend less time fundraising and more time doing their mahi (work).
Pat set about encouraging his creative friends to give 1% of their time, mates to give 1% of their income and
businesses to give 1% of their profits to charities and the collective was born. Five years later, they’ve got
over 400 people giving 1% to 11 Kiwi-based causes they support and have raised over $600,000 dollars,
plus a posse of awesome humans and businesses giving time and mana to their mission.

Future proofing
One Percent Collective Trust couldn’t make its magic without cold hard cash. How do they do it?
Their Future 50 (50 generous humans/busineses) contribute $20 a week, that’s $50,000 a year. It's kept in a
separate bank account and it's used solely for the administration of the Trust.
Support from the Future 50 and corporate sponsors means 100% of the money donated by people giving 1%
goes to their chosen charities (with the help of some clever Xero accounting software).

One Percent Collective's tips for other charities
•
•
•
•
•

Do you know 20 people who love what you do? Would they give you $20 every week towards your mission?
Why not start with your Dad?
Flip the model – Pay it forward and back. Instead of selling tickets to a fundraising event, hold an
event for your regular donors to keep them engaged and loyal.
Don’t be afraid to ask for favours even if it's just an hour of someone's time. Chocolate is currency!
Read inspiring article, “What Startups can learn from Watsi’s Wildly Successful
Email Campaign”
Be open, be human and be real. Share your stories, warts and all.

Check out more details about 1%Collective and their partner charities and how their
partnerships work here: www.onepercentcollective.org
Charities Services Newsletter – February 2018
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Turning the World Crimson

Licence to buy

By Alex Wright

Conscious Consumers delivers on consumers’ demands for ethical
business practices and businesses’ desire to be seen as socially
responsible.

Crimson’s business model is to help students
win entry to elite global universities such as
Harvard, Stanford, Yale, Oxford and
Cambridge, against competition from thousands
of others. It charges fees for tutoring and other
services to help clients achieve that goal.
Crimson has worked with more than 20,000
students, with a 93% success rate in placing
applicants in the world’s top universities, as well
as securing more than US$35million in financial
aid and scholarships since it launched in 2013.
It has more than 2,000 tutors and mentors on its
books and offices in 15 countries, including NZ.
Janine Manning, Director/Owner, born in
Wellington – her company is now valued at
US$160million.
Acuity, April/May 2018, pp54

Internationally, ethical spending is on the rise, and home-grown
companies like Conscious Consumers are well placed to promote their
product to a global audience. Conscious Consumers verify socially
responsibly practices by its signed-up businesses – so consumers know
they can spend their cash responsibly with these businesses.
What values and business actions do Conscious Consumers rank most
highly?
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.

Valuing animal welfare
Minimising packaging & waste
Taking action on climate change
Buying local goods & services
Sourcing organic products

2. Caring for Workers
4. Sourcing fair trade products
6. Supporting community
8. Preserving biodiversity
10. Advertising responsibly

This issue of social and environmental impact is going to be a defining
one for the next 10 years – if the business wants to stay in business.
That’s what is comes down to.
Total responsibly investing in NZ for 2017 $131.3billion

How plastic wins the payment war
Consider the miracle that is modern card
payment. You pick out a bottle of milk, walk up
to counter, wave a thin piece of plastic over a
reader and you’re done.
A band of cashed-up innovators want to change
this, and the global payments system is awash
with innovation, yet developed countries are
seeing surprisingly little change.
Cash is not dead. Many older people prefer it
and it’s still our favourite way to pay at cafes,
restaurants & bars.
But outside China, we’re still mostly using cards
issued by our banks and big payments
processing networks like Visa & Mastercard.
Australia and NZ lead the world in rolling out
NFC-enabled ‘tap-and-go’ contactless
payments to retailers. In 2017, 82% of
Australians were using tap-and-go cards every
week and NZ was close behind.
The Big 4 Banks receive most of the fees from
moving this money around. The fees are
spectacular. Retail and wholesale payments
made the global banking industry US$620billion
in 2016 revenue – earning 20% return on equity
(better than lending), October 2017
management consultants McKinsey study.
It is believed western economies may mostly
skip phone-based payments and go straight to
wearables. But plastic will be around for a while
yet.
D Walker, Acuity, April/May18, pp35

There is also a staff retention impact among workers who want to feel
they are making a difference in their jobs, “that culture of business
having a purpose – that affects customers and staff”, Ben Gleisner, CEO.
“If they haven’t got this dimension of ‘what’s our purpose?’ and thinking
about our social and environmental impact, then they will lose both on
the consumer front and have a hard time finding people. That’s the
trend”.
“If (boards/businesses) are not doing it and thinking about it, then,
strategically, they will suffer”
Ben Gleisner
CEO Conscious Consumer
Boardroom, Feb/Mar18, pp16

What is Diversity?
There is surface-level diversity, which we
typically talk about with demographics – gender,
ethnicity, religion to a lesser extent. Physical
attributes people can pick up on – governments
tend to measure.
Under that lies deep-level diversity, rooted in a
person’s life experience. Diversity of thought & life
experience are intimately related. It’s important to
comprehend people understand information in
different ways depending on their background and
experience. It is this background that provides
their frames of reference. Ian O Williamson,
Boardroom, Feb/Mar18, pp 32
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Sweet Deal – local business doing it right

Business Perspective

Nelson company, Appleby Farms has launched into the premium ice-cream market, emphasising its cowto-cone philosophy
PASTURE TO PLATE, and farm to fork? How about cow to cone? That’s the idea behind premium ice-cream brand Appleby
Farms, which has just launched in national supermarkets. The Nelson-based start-up is the brainchild of four local families. Instead of
sending their milk containing the A2 protein away in a tanker, they’re now carting it 15 minutes down the road to a custom-built
creamery in Stoke.
“We might be the only ice-cream manufacturer in NZ that could hand-on-heart say that we
own the farms, grow the grass, milk the cows and make the product that people are
eating,” says MD Andrew Gray. “We think that’s going to be a massive advantage.”
For all the sweetness of the product, the luxury ice-cream market is not for the faint
hearted. Appleby Farms will be fighting for freezer space with established brands such as
Kapiti (Fonterra), Lewis Road Creamery and Killinchy Gold (Emerald Foods).
The domestic launch is a precursor to an export push into Australia and Asia scheduled
for early 2019. Gray says the company is confident. “We’re also all heavily invested and therefore highly motivated.”
The idea of Appleby Farms grew out of a low moment, when commodity prices hit rock bottom. Farmers and good mates Murray
King and Julian Raine had the same thought: time to change direction.
It was Kristy Giles, a food technologist they’d engaged to do some analysis, who suggested ice cream. Giles, who’d spent several
years working for Tip Top, is now a shareholder and leads product development. Gray says he initially got involved as a
management consultant, engaged to help build a feasibility case, but he was so convinced, he signed up for the ride.
How does a small regional start-up expect to thrive against established domestic rivals, let alone take on the world? Gray highlights
that cow-to-cone angle. “People increasingly want to know what they’re putting in their bodies, and where it comes from,” he says.
“We can take anyone to the farm and show them how we look after the cows, then take them to our factory where we’re developing
that milk with our own recipes into the very best ice cream you can make.”
The A2 factor is another potentially winning pitch. King and his wife Sarah farm a herd of 180 pure A2 cows in Appleby and are
building up herds on other North Canterbury farms. Raine and his wife Cathy have another 150 on their block closer to town. Some
of the health claims made for A2 protein milk remain controversial, but that hasn’t stopped products gaining traction. In Australia,
says Gray, milk products from A2 cows now commands around 15 percent of the grocery market, and there’s strong growth in other
export markets, driven by a belief that people with digestive problems arising from milk intolerance do better on it.
He also lists Appleby Farms’ sustainability initiatives. Murray is importing dung beetles, which are proving to have positive effects on
soil structure, water quality and pasture growth. The partners intend the farms to become models of riparian planting. As well, they
plan to invest 10% of profits into supporting sustainability initiatives and environmental best practice. None of this will hurt the
company’s appeal to the market. Ultimately, however, success at the premium end depends on quality – your ice cream has got to
taste better than the other guy’s.
During summer, Nelsonians had a chance to sample Appleby Farms’ four flavours – Bedford Vanilla
Bean, Brown Eyed Girl Chocolate, Doubleshot Ipanema, and Bad Boys & Berries – from a silver
Airstream trailer parked at the beach. Freezers at Nelson and Auckland airports were also part of a
pre-launch promotional push.
The feedback was terrific, says Gray, but it wasn’t as if they needed to be reassured. In an early
blind test involving 25 tasters, including Nelson chefs and kitchen staff, Appleby Farm’s vanilla won
“hands down”. “That gave us confidence we were ready to talk to the likes of the national grocery
brands.”
So here is yet another Nelson food brand aiming high. Gray cites the likes of Pic’s Peanut Butter,
New Zealand King Salmon, Chia and other ventures as models for what Appleby hopes to achieve.
“There are a whole lot of companies here that are doing things in a premium way and creating a special reputation for our
region. We want Appleby Farms to be right up there with those guys.”
applebyfarms.co.nz. Matt Philp, Kia Ora, April18, pp72
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PRICE HIKE HACKS:
HOW TO MANAGE AN INCREASE WITHOUT
LOSING CUSTOMERS
The decision to raise your rates is a tricky one. But in the
end, it’s not the hike itself that’s important, it’s how you
implement it.
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A Question for the ages
The Asia-Pacific region, so long the young part of the global
economy, now faces rapid ageing – and that will change the
world

Netflix, for example, put its prices up recently. And while
their customers didn’t like it, after a few rumblings, the
majority stayed on. So, what did this entertainment giant
do to make the pill easier to swallow?
They timed it.
They were about to release the new season of hit series
House of Cards, Stranger Things, and The Crown, so
were able to say to their customers ‘for the extra money,
you’ll get brand new episodes of your favourite shows’. It
was a smart move - adding value to offset the shock.
There are other ways you can introduce pricing changes.
Two strategies include:
EXPLAIN WHY THE PRICE HAS RISEN.
You’ll find that customers will be more understanding if
you take the time, upfront, to tell them why you’re
introducing the change.
Communicating clearly – and in advance - means your
customers will have time to prepare and will feel valued
and respected. There may even be a rush on sales, as
they’ll want to get in before the new pricing takes hold!
Whatever you do, don’t apologise for the increase.
Instead, be confident and show the customer why it’s fair
and reasonable.
OFFER A BONUS TO OFFSET THE PRICE RISE.
People honestly won’t mind paying more as long as they
feel they’re getting value for money. Which is why it’s a
great idea to announce a price hike, then at the same
time let your customers know that they will be getting
more than they did before.
Enhancing the quality of the materials you use, offering
new options within your range, providing education, or
even introducing new packaging for your product can
help sweeten the deal and justify your move.
In the end, raising your prices doesn’t have to go hand in
hand with losing customers. Often it can even lead to a
better quality of customer – one who has a firmer grip on
the value you provide.

2018/2019 IRD Mileage Rates
The IRD has yet to change the mileage
rate from 2016/17 year – you can
continue to use 73cents p/km going
forward (petrol, diesel & hybrid vehicles).
Electric vehicles continue at 81cents p/km
For distances greater than 5,000 km, you must keep a record of
actual vehicle expenses.

The region’s 3 biggest economies – China, Japan & India are all
growing older.
Japan will become the world’s first ‘ultra-aged’ nation, by 2030
28%+ of their population will be elderly. China’s working age
population has recently peaked at 73%. However, some say
China will grow old before it grows rich. India’s working population
will continue to grow, peaking in 2047 to 68% before starting to
decline.
India’s rise may have the largest impact on the world, however the
trend is similar for Indonesia and the Philippines. All set for a
positive few decades - how their leaders manage the wealth of
these workers during these decades will determine whether these
countries future prosperity is guaranteed or destroyed.
Businesses need to prepare for population ageing. Needs &
desires will likely change to leisure and consumption. Firms need
to decide whether to keep older people at work or replace them.
Resilience will be a priority. Export priorities will change with there
being more over-65s by 2042 in Asia than the populations of
Eurozone and North America combined.
An ageing population is not all doom and gloom. It is a massive
success for a population where the majority of people are born,
grow up healthy and live long lives! In addition, we know mixedaged workforces are successful. To have many generations alive
at the same time absolutely benefits business and society
Chris Sheedy, acuity, April/May18 pp78 – for full article
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Terminate

Disclaimer
This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in general
terms only. The publication should not be relied upon to provide specific
information without also obtaining appropriate professional advice after detailed
examination of your particular situation.

